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Grand Valley’s 
Student Run 
Weekly
Volume 12
Harassment Policy 
Nears Senate Review
by Nancy Hatton
The Student Senate hopes to have 
a draft of its proposed Sexual Griev­
ance Policy finalized by the February 
Board of Control meeting, according 
to Grievance Procedure task force 
Chair Lenorc Mayfield. However, 
the task force is currently working 
on its third draft of the proposal and 
is still revising.
Mayfield said that the Student 
Senate received no reactions as a 
direct result of the draft of the 
policy printed in the October 25 
issue of the Lanthom, however.
Mayfield (photo by Lou DiGiovanni).
the ECS (Executive Committee of 
the Faculty Senate) has made several 
suggestions which the task force 
are working with in its attempts to 
make draft revisions.
Mayfield voiced hopes that the 
task force would be working with 
the ECS soon in an attempt to work 
out a draft which will satisfy both 
the Student Senate and ECS. The 
Student Senate will vote on whether 
or not to accept the resultant draft 
and, if they do, they will (hopefully 
with ECS approval) present the final­
ized draft as a proposal to President 
Lubbers. It would then be up to
President Lubbers to present the 
proposal to the Board of Control.
Mayfield also said that students 
arc encouraged to comment on and 
make suggestions bout the policy 
draft so that the Student Senate 
can accurately represent the students 
in this matter.
The draft of the proposed policy 
published in the l.anthorv provides 
that an accuser file an incidence 
report no more than thirty days 
after an incident takes place. An 
effort will then be made to resolve 
the matter with two members of 
the Counseling Center (one chosen 
by the accuser and one by the 
the accused) acting as mediators. If, 
then, the issue cannot be resolved a 
hearing will be conducted.
If a hearing is conducted, the 
accuser may choose whether it will 
be conducted by a hearing officer or 
by a judicial body.
The draft outlines recommended 
penalties and also a procedure by 
which investigations may be made 
upon examination of records which 
indicate that four or more com­
plaints have been filed against one 
individual.
In revising, the task force is 
contemplating whether Campus 
Ministry rather than W1B (Wom­
en’s Information Bureau) should 
receive incident reports. They are 
also trying to work out an appeal 
process.
The concept of a Sexual Harass­
ment task force came into being last 
spring as a result of a series of 
three articles in the Lanthom by 
Linda Mcrlotti concerning sexual 
harassment at GVSC. The original 
task force, some of whose members 
are on the present force, presented 
a proposed Sexual Harassment Griev­
ance Policy to the ECS last summer. 
The ECS found much fault with 
that five-page policy. Mayfield said 
much care is being taken to work 
out all aspects of the policy before 
it is presented to President Lubbers.
W JC Junior Wins A ward
Chaya Burger (photo by Lou DiGiovanni).
Chaya Burger, a junior in Wil­
liam James College, has been 
awarded a scholarship by the Grand 
Rapids branch of the National 
Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People. The amount 
of the award will be announced at 
its presentation Friday night at the 
NAACP’s Freedom Fund dinner in 
Grand Rapids.
The scholarship was awarded on 
the basis of achievement ana a 
recommendation from Dr. Thomas 
Jackson, director of the Devel­
opmental Skills Institute. Chaya 
was a D5I student for her first 
three terms at Grand Valley. Now a 
student at WJC, Burger is an Arts 
and Media major with an interest in 
video.
Burger says she was surprised 
when Dr. Jackson told her he was 
recommending her for the award. 
“1 feel good about it”, she said 
on Tuesday. Her mother summed 
up the family’s reaction by saying. 
“We're very proud. ”
Last week the new Pottery Studio looked like this. It is now finished and 
being used to store wood for the kilns. It also provides more space to store
supplies, protects the kilns from the weather, and makes pottery firing a little 
more comfortable during bad weather (photo by John Haafke).
G V SC O II cials Pleased With Audit Report
The reports arc now in.
After four months of review, the 
State Auditor General has released 
its official recommendations report 
to Grand Valley State Colleges, 
in turn, college officials have an 
swered with a response report that 
was released to the State Capital on 
Tuesday.
Grand Valley officials were "very 
pleased” with the results according 
to Grand Valley’s Vice President 
for Administration, Ronald F. Van 
Steeland, who also noted that the 
audit report is basically a "healthy 
criticism” that does not applaud 
good points of the college but 
mainly focuses on the exceptions.
“We agree with the majority of 
the recommendations” VanSteeland
Fieldhouse 
Outlay Due 
This Week
by Dick Shier
Appropriations for Grand Valley’s 
proposed fieldhouse were to be 
considered by the Joint Capital 
Outlay Subcommittee Wednesday. 
According to the advisor to the 
subcommittee, Amie Rich, the ap­
propriation for the new fieldhouse 
has been incorporated into the 
Community College Budget bill to 
“get action on it.”
Rich was unsure of the bill’s 
chances of passage. He said there 
was some disagreement among the 
members of the subcommittee on 
matters unrelated to the field- 
house. Rich also said the total 
amount of money involved in the 
bill had not been set as yet. He 
said that was one of the things the 
subcommittee would consider.
Once the bill gets through the 
subcommittee, several steps are still 
left in the legislative process. Next, 
the bill will go to the full Senate 
Appropriations Committee for con­
sideration.
said. "In fact, many of them were 
already implemented before the end 
of the thirty-one month period 
covered by the audit report".
In several instances, the audit 
report renews recommendations 
which have been made in previous 
years. According to VanSteeland, 
“These may recur in subsequent 
audits, because they represent fun­
damental differences between sys­
tems approved by the Auditor 
General for regular state agencies 
and the systems adopted by all 
Michigan colleges and universities.”
Noted in GVSC’s response report 
was the fact that because colleges 
and universities have considerably 
different budget planning and oper­
ating needs, they follow their own
Manual for Uniform Financial Re­
porting, rather than adhering to 
procedures customarily followed by 
departments of state government. 
Some of these specialized proce­
dures are not supported by the 
Auditor General.
As a result, audits of Michi­
gan state colleges and universities 
typically include certain recommen­
dations for change in the areas 
where these procedural differences 
exist. These areas include certain 
fund transfers, insurance, purchasing, 
debt retirement, designated fund, 
financial aid, data processing and 
bookstore operations.
“Grand Valley State’s current 
audit report is no exception,” 
VanSteeland pointed out, "although
which discriminate against smaller
stations;
• • • “going after” the license of 
WVGR, the satellite station of the 
University of Michigan, or amal­
gamating with WVGR or with 
Grand Rapids' floundering commun­
ity station, WEHB,
•••creating a “separate corporate 
entity” jointly with the University 
of Michigan for an NPR station. 
•••starting over with an NPR 
station, “WSRX notwithstanding” ; 
at.
•••making no changes at alL
Vice-president Bruce Loessin, one 
of the assemblers of the task force, 
said that he got the group together
the Auditor General’s office recog­
nizes these areas of disagreement 
don't reflect any difference in 
degree of fiscal responsibility
"They merely represent differ­
ences between two equally valid 
management systems. This is borne 
out by the Auditor General’s 
assertion that Grand Valles State 
is very well managed ”
The audit of Grand Valley is a 
routine part of the Auditor Genet 
al’s periodic review of all institu 
ttons which operate with state 
funding.
Copies of the Audit Report and 
Grand Valley's responses arc avail 
able from the office of Vice-presi­
dent VanSteeland or the Public 
Relations Office.
now because changes in WSRX’s 
wattage must be filed for by Jan­
uary 1, and because of the arrival 
of Geoige Lon as station manager 
for WGVC-TV. Lott, who Loessin 
says has expertise in the Field of 
radio, is the chair of the radio 
task force.
Loessin told the panel that he 
“would like to see student involve­
ment in radio continue” though he 
asked the task force to determine if 
it is “affordable and legal” for 
GVSC to hold two radio broad­
cast licenses.
The task force was asked to make 
its recommendations by Dec. 15.
Grand Valley’s Student Senate 
has expressed its concern over the 
fieldhouse issue. Student Senate 
Vice-president Curt Hansen said the 
issue is “of top priority with mem­
bers of the Student Senate”. Han­
sen added that persons who are con­
cerned with legislative issues can 
call their state senator on a toll- 
free action line provided by the 
Michigan Senate.
The new service will relay mes­
sages to senators from their 
constituents. Messages will be 
taken at the toll-free number from 
9 a_m to 5 pjn., Monday through 
Friday, and will be forwarded to 
the senator’s office several times a 
day. The number is 1-800-292-5893
The group formed by the admin­
istration to study the future of 
WSRX, and the possibility of a 
National Public Radio (NPR) station 
at GVSC, met for the first time 
last Friday.
Seven subcommittees of the radio 
task force will examine options of: 
•••moving WSRX’s frequency to 
avoid being overcome by a new 
1,000-watt signal which will soon 
emenatc from Grand Rapids Bible 
College;
•••boosting WSRX’s power from 
10-watts to between 100 and 500 
watts so that it may have a perman­
ent spot on the dial under new 
Federal Communication (FCC) rules
Looks a t Options for WSRX
Members of the radio task force discuss alternatives for on campus broadcasting (photo by Dick Shier).
Radio Group Checks Alternatives,
i t
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Lanthorn Editorials The Bottle Law ... Two Sepa rate Sa I voes
Another Modest Proposal:
Tuition Rebates and 
Bonuses for Students
Sometime between now ami next June, all non-union GVSC faculty 
and staff will probably receive $200 to $250 a piece in special bonuses 
from the administration.
The bonuses will he paid from $390,000 originally removed from var­
ious campus budgets after Gov. Milliken said in September that the state 
might retrieve between one to five percent of this year’s allocation to 
Grand Valley. The threat was later lifted, thus leaving a massive contingen­
cy fund available to the administration for the use of its choice.
While we applaud the humanitarian aspect of this decision (i. c„ that 
the money will go to  people instead of equipment), the Lanthorn notes 
that it may also have been partly provoked by a hope of appeasing latent 
pro-unionizing sentiment under the guise of generosity.
And while we sympathize with the perpetually underpaid professors 
and lower-level administrators at GVSC, we arc most alarmed at the ever- 
worsening plight of the school’s most critical mass, the student body.
Consider that
•••Since 1974, in state tuition at GVSC has climbed from $11.50 per 
credit hour in 1974 to $1 9.50 in 1979.
•Inflation in America reached 14 percent last year, and low-income 
people such as students arc most seriously affected.
** “Student employees here have never received any kind of bonus.
***Thc GVSC student activities fund has fallen from nearly $60,000 in 
1976 to just over $50.IKK) this year.
The Lanthorn urges that the administration extend its kindness to the 
most underprivileged population on campus. We recommend that it 
immediately approve both a modest Christmas bonus for all student em­
ployees (during the break, such students arc often out of work), and a 
reasonable tuition rebate for each registered student at GVSC
In light of its interest in the school’s other non-union personnel, we are 
sure that the administration has both the means and rhe heart to enact this 
proposa I.
Dangerous Driving
You have just been pulled over by a police officer. The officer checks 
your identification and remarks that one of your brakelights is not work­
ing, and that you were weaving down the road. The officer smells alcohol 
on your breath. When asked, you tell the officer you’ve "only had a 
couple.” You consent to a breath test and the results show 0.08 percent 
(8/100 of one percent) on the 'breathalizcr You arc considered to be dri­
ving with impaired vision. You take a trip down to the police station.
This hassle can be avoided by being more conscious of the law and 
more considerate of yourself and your fellow human beings. Accident 
statistics correlating drinking with driving are very shocking and sad. The 
following arc the Slate of Michigan’s 1978 drinking and driving statistics 
as furnished by the Michigan State Police:
•There were 39,532 persons arrested for driving under the influence of 
liquor (DU1L); 4,840 of these were 18 to  20 years old.
•There were 61,723 accidents involving drinking drivers of all ages; 181 
of these involved drivers 18 to 20 years old.
•There were 957 fatalities involving drinking drivers of all ages; 181 of 
these involved drivers 18 to 20 years old.
•Of the fatal accidents where the driver was drinking, alcohol was indi­
cated as a factor in 50.9 percent.
The statistics for the 18 to 20 year old group is relevent to many stu­
dents here on campus. Alcohol is, of course, illegal for this age group, so 
other legal hassles can come with alcohol consumption.
These statistics point out the dangers of drinking and driving, not just 
drunk driving... To register 0.08 on the breathalizcr. a 150 pound person 
needs to consume approximately four ounces of 80 proof liquor, 16 
ounces of wine, or four 12-ounce beers, within one hour. An average- 
weight person’s liver removes only about 3/8 to 1/2 ounce of alcohol from 
the blood each hour. This means that the longer one drinks, the greater the 
possibility of retaining a high percentage of alcohol within one’s blood.
Recently . Grand Rapids Police Sargent Samuel Johnston showed a 
Lanthorn reporter some gruesome photos of alcohol-related accidents and 
stated that there is a real problem in keeping “drunk drivers” off the 
streets. An anonymous driver’s record was discussed. This driver had a dri­
ving-related arrest record that was literally an arms-length long. He (the 
driver) had, at one point, run up a total of 32 points on his record. Sargent 
Johnston pointed out that this driver had constantly been arrested and 
incarcerated, yet he had continued to drive even though he no longer 
possessed a drivers licence. This driver, and his passenger, died in a high­
speed automobilc/truck accident. A subsequent post mortem test showed 
that the driver had been drinking prior to  the accident.
This extreme case of drinking and driving shows to what the careless 
use of alcohol can lead. According to the statistics already mentioned, 
drinking and driving is quite prevalent, particularly among young people. 
In Grand Rapids, from January to June 1979, there have been 562 acci­
dents involving people who have been drinking. Of these accidents, there 
were 370 cases of property damage, 191 injuries, and one fatality, accord­
ing to statistics released by the Michigan State Police.
All these statistics plainly show that drinking and driving can lead to in­
jury and even death. It is a serious problem. So, before you drink , 
consider the possible consequences. You might be arrested for “impaired" 
driving (alcohol content above 0.07 percent) or driving “under the influ­
ence” (alcohol content above 0.10 percent). You might even be arrested 
for drinking while driving or possessing an open alcohol container in a 
moving vehicle. All these “hassles” and dangers should and could be 
avoided. Like Broderick Crawford of Highway Patrol fame said, “Leave 
you. u<ood at the blood banks, not on the highway!"
by Steven 
Verburg
The Kitchen Cache 
And the Quality of Life
bach August, the state 
Department of Transpor­
tation counts the bottles, 
cans and other litter on 
Michigan roadways. This 
year they found 41% less 
litter.
They found 82% few­
er bottles and cans.
These statistics under­
score the effectiveness of Michigan's bottle law, 
which was enacted last December.
In 1978, the study found an average of about 
one litter item every four feet. Today, there is 
still too much litter, but the change is a change 
for the better in the quality of all our lives.
"The people of Michigan not only have 
stopped a costly and wasteful trend, they seem 
to have reversed our plunge into a throwaway so­
ciety-reducing both the number of bottles and 
cans thrown away and the volume of all roadside 
litter," says Gov. William Milliken.
Well, the bottle hill is a good thing, but the 
Governor is probably getting a little carried away 
if he thinks anything is going to stop the produc­
tion and consumption of throwaway goods in 
the near future.
In fact, even the bottle bill is threatened. 
Bottlers spent massive amounts of money betore 
the referendum vote, trying to protect their 
right to produce litter. After the bill was passed, 
these same companies raised their prices (above 
and beyond the deposit charge itself) in an appar­
ent attempt to punish Michigan residents for try­
ing to make the environment more livable.
Why? There arc several other states getting 
ready to decide on their own bottle bills. One 
such referendum wall be decided in Maine this 
week. The bottlers arc afraid that a patchwork 
pattern of “deposit-law states" may emerge, 
making distribution of throwaways more costly.
There is, of course, an easy salve for their 
apprehension: a national bottle bill.
But don’t expect the bottling corporations 
to  clamor for the passage of such a national mea­
sure. They make more money when we consume 
“with abandon”.
For myself, saving and returning bottles has 
ceased to scent like a hassle. I’m getting used to 
it.
And next week when I run out of money
before payday. I’ll suddenly remember the cache 
of empties under the kitchen counter. Between 
that, and the cleaner roadsides, I like the bottle 
bill just fine.
BURPers Relocate Litter
Michigan’s much- 
vaunted bottle law has 
spawned a new entrepre- 
ncural class known as 
BURP (Beer U Return 
for Profit). This group 
of civic-minded scaven­
gers, also known for its 
production of natural 
gases, has led the fight to 
clean up our environment specifically Michi­
gan's highways. Since the inception of the bottle 
law, overall litter has declined 41% and the inci­
dence of beverage containers on roadways has 
dropped 82% according to Michigan Dept, of 
Transportation officials.
Governor Milliken, lifelong BURPer, has 
stated that "the people of Michigan not only 
have stopped a costly and wasteful trend, they 
seem to have reversed our plunge into a throw­
away society-reducing both the number of bot­
tles and cans thrown away and the volume of 
roadside litter.” This reasoning is otherwise- 
known as "out of sight, out of mind" anti has 
shaped other Milliken policy; most notably, 
“PBB—what PBB???”
It would appear that altlumgh one so-called 
costly trend has been stopped, another has taken 
its place. The cost brought on by the law, in
terms of processing rcturnablcs, has increased 
the retail cost of the beverage by 25-30%. Cum­
bersome duel regulations by the state and the 
manufacturer result in disproportionate amounts 
of time and money expended by the retailer. 
Unfortunately these costs arc passed on to the 
consumer. In reality, Michigan's litter has not 
been reduced; rather it has been simply relocated 
from highways to the foot of the retailer.
The main issue, however is that one cannot 
take a quantitative reduction and translate it into 
qualitative improvement. The fact that there 
arc fewer containers on the highway says nothing 
of the lifestyle that created them, nor docs it ad­
dress the dilemna presented by alcohol, a major 
contributor to highway death.
This is a law that attacks the symptom, not 
the cause of the problem. The friendly return­
able container has done nothing to promote 
reduction of the disturbing fact that between 
10-20% of the American caloric diet is due to 
alcohol consumption. Nor have our distin­
guished Governor and legislature addressed tlie- 
problem that malt, a major ingredient in alcohol 
production, contains NMDA (nitrosodimethyla- 
minc) a substance that has caused cancer in every 
laboratory animal tested so far. NMDA has 
just recently been banned by the FDA despite 
Lansing’s deafening silence on the matter.
In sum, one could state that the law is a step 
forward as far as it goes, but that it has done 
little if anything substantial to improve our 
quality of life. One questions the validity of 
a law that encourages our citizens to partake 
of carcinogenic ritual.
Let us have our suds, but let them be clean.
Editor
What a unique paper the Lanthorn 
has become. It decries big business 
with attacks on Amway while beg­
ging for more money for the Lan 
thorn and WSRX (Could you be 
capitalists after all?) Where do you 
think the money comes from? Do 
you think that if Amway, et. al. 
didn’t pay their taxes that the money 
that Grand Valley (and the paper and 
the radio station) gets from the 
federal government would still come 
in? But I guess you made up for 
your attack on the goiden-egg laying 
geese by plugging one of the evil 
military-industrial complex’s pro 
ducts: the new Plymouth. The
story by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III 
(is III the square root of his I.Q:?) 
drips with the sweet honey of 
American capitalism. Not to mention 
his fantastic article on the decadence 
in our judicial system, as shown by 
his review of “And Justice For AH". 
Agreed, there arc holes in the system, 
but it is faulty logic to generalize 
a few problems into the whole sys­
tem. Courts are more often boring 
than dramatic. Otherwise we would 
probably see the real trials on tele­
vision instead of the soap counter­
parts. “Microscopic examination", 
indeed.
But your truly prize articles deal 
with the money for WSRX. Ald­
rich's claim of a basic minimum of 
$7,500 to maintain the “present 
level” of programming is absurd. 
How many on campus listeners does 
WSRX command? Does anybody 
know? (or cue?) Who says that tne 
“preaent level” of programming is 
worth keeping? Actually what does 
it matter how much power a student 
radio station has? All the student's 
experience comes from activity in­
side the station (exclusive of sports;. 
As long as the dials light up and the 
needles move, the DJ thinks he is 
on the as. It doesn’t  matter whether 
anybody listens, or even if a signal 
goes out, the computer could be 
programmed to fake all of that The
DJ talks into the mike and plays the 
records, while the engineer watches 
the fake dials.
Furthermore, why should WSRX 
be heard off-campus anyway? If 
WSRX deserves to be heard off- 
campus, why not beef up the Lan­
thorn and put the G R Press out of 
business? If either the Lanthorn or 
the X were respectable enough or 
main line enough (as channel 35 is) 
they would have a place off-campus.
Until then let’s quit kicking a 
dead, putrified horse, okay?
reter <VL Fa r’u
This letter concerns the spineless 
and contcmptablc s.o.b. that took 
it upon himself to steal my running 
gear from ficldhouse locker no. 45 
on October 30, sometime between 
2 00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m.
A person such as this must lack 
every ounce of moral integrity, not 
to mention intelligence.
What good does it do to take a 
pair of used running shoes, a sweaty 
turtleneck and windbreaker, dirty 
socks and long Johns? This person 
must derive great pleasure from wear­
ing another’s dirty clothing, and 
moreover toconsummate such an act 
during the most active hours in the 
locker room, requires that this per­
son be among the n ost base, vile and 
ignorant. 1 have no cc mpassion for 
a creature such as this.
Judging from the nature of his 
act, the fool will more than likely be 
wearing the stolen goojs sooner or 
later around campus. If anyone 
sees someone wearing a red wind- 
breaker with a blue stripe down the 
sleeve and a pair of blue running 
shoes with a lime-green “ Nike 
■•woosh", that’s the slob He should 
oc quite easy- lo catch, since people 
witnout backbones do not run very 
casih.
Most disgustedly,
Christopher F. Aaythomas
Editor:
Did you know that if you parked 
improperly on campus (in a reserved 
lot without a sticker, if your parking 
meter ran out of time, etc . . .) that 
it is perfectly “legit" according to 
the person I talked to at the Plant 
Dept, to put as many tickets on your 
car on the same day as they want as 
long as they aren’t given “every hour 
on the hour"?
Also, if you are going to have a 
car on campus for more than a week 
or two, you have to buy a year-long 
parking sticker for $15.00 to park in 
your apartment or dorm lot without 
getting ticketed.
I will have a car until Christmas 
break. Unless 1 spend the same 
amount as someone who will have a
car all year, I can't park my car in 
front of my apartment without the 
risk of finding it buried in a moun­
tain of parking tickets-just because 
the Plant Department doesn’t want 
to be bothered with selling permits 
by the term.
Thanks a lot tor caring about 
students like me. Guess that’s just 
another one of those “good things" 
happening at Grand Valley.
Chris Frederick
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Businesses Help Finance Colleges
GVSC Debaters Prepare
Washington, D. C. (CPS)-Colleges 
ana universities took in t  record 
billion dollars in private contribu 
tions ini 978, according to the Coun­
cil for Financial Aid to Kducation. 
Some $700 million of the total came 
from corporate contributors.
The increases in both catagories 
were in line with colleges' intensified 
fund raising among private sources 
and with hardening business attitudes 
about supporting college programs. 
Many colleges have come to depend 
more on business funding sources 
that are not, according to theory, 
subject to the tax-cutting whims of 
state legislators and the federal gov­
ernment.
But the amount of corporate in­
vestment in academia is also depend­
ent on public events. The CFAE 
notes in its report that "the future 
growth of voluntary support is less 
dependent on developments in higher 
education itself than it is on the eco­
nomic health of the nation at large."
Boston's Committee for Corpor­
ate Support of Private Universities
Sometime this year, nonunionized 
personnel may receive a 1(4-2% 
"Christmas bonus".
The money would come from a 
$390,000 contingency fund that 
GVSC put away in an “undesignated 
account” in anticipation of a possible 
cut in state allocations.
Gov. William Milliken told GVSC 
administrators last September that 
because of expected low tax rev­
enues, some of GVSC’s allocated 
$13 million might be taken back
Invitations have been extended to 
the families of all GVSC students to 
come out to the campus for Family 
Day, Saturday November 10. Many 
different activities have been planned 
for the day.
released a study in June showring that 
a majority of business executives 
favor increasing the amounts of 
money corporations give higher edu­
cation, while decreasing the percent­
age of funds provided by the federal 
government.
One reason for the corporate will­
ingness to contribute may be that 75 
percent of the executives interviewed 
resented the "liberal slant" of most 
college programs, and said academics 
were too critical of business.
James Mooney, editor of Founda­
tion News here, attributes the corp­
orate generosity to awareness of the 
rising costs of college. The higher ed­
ucation price index rose 15 percent 
last year, and Mooney points out 
that many executives have children 
in college who must pay for it. Nev­
ertheless, Mooney cautions, "We're 
treating the symptoms, not the di­
sease.”
The level of private funding, 
according to CFAF, has now reached 
the point at which each college stu­
dent in 1978 was subsidized by about 
$270 in outside support.
by the state.
Since then, GVSC has been 
informed that the executive order 
will not be issued, according to
Vice-president Ronald VanStceland.
Last week Don Klein of the Fac­
ulty’s Salary and Budget Committee, 
and Ron Clark of the AP (Adminis­
trative Personnel) Advisory Board 
spoke with President Lubbers about 
the possible bonuses.
The bonuses could average around 
$200-5250 per person.
Registration for the day’s activ­
ities and the sale of tickets for lunch 
will begin at 10 00 a.m. in the lobby 
of the Campus Center. Also in the 
Campus Center, the bookstore will 
be open from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00
by Jeff Tikkancn
All eyes arc on Coach Garbowitz 
as his enthused voice elaborates the 
plan of attack for the team's next 
confrontation at Notre Dame. No, 
this is not the Laker Football team 
making ready for its next big game, 
but the Grand Valley StateCollcgcs' 
Debate Team setting out to verbally 
subdue all opposition.
The GVSC debate team is opening 
its 1979-80 season with a large and 
enthusiastic group of men and wo­
men. The roster has grown from two 
full time starters last year to eleven 
members this year. Last year's ef­
fort netted the team many awards 
and a valuable taste of national com­
petition.
"A debate is not an argument," 
said team member Barb Glesner "but 
a bout between two teams of two 
people each trying to convince a neu­
tral third party that their evidence in 
favor or against a certain issue is 
more sound.” Like any other team 
activity, debate requires a lot of prac­
tice and polish. As coach Fred Garb­
owitz warns his debators, "Debates
are won in the library and not at 
this tournament.”
Debate is a useful activity for the 
preparation for many professional 
careers, such as law or public service 
work, and develops the skills of 
organization, reasoning, refutation 
and persuasive speaking.
Opponents in the past have been 
colleges throughout Michigan and the 
Midwest, with Wayne State being our 
top rival.
This year our debate team will be 
competing on two different levels. 
Varsity debators Barb Glesner and 
Jim Thompson will attend some var­
sity tournaments while the rest of 
the team will be attending tourna­
ments throughout the Midwest, such 
as the Notre Dame Invitational being 
held Nov. 9 ,10, 11. We will be send­
ing three teams to that debate.
The debate team is formed out of 
the CAS Theatre Dept, class "Debate 
Workshop”. Persons interested in 
debate, whether as a team activity or 
only as a class, may register for this 
course fall, winter or spring terms, or 
call the CAS Theatre Dept. ext. 485, 
for more information.
X-M as Bonus Possible
GVSC Invites Families
Jim Thompson and Barb Glasnar, varsity dabators compata together. Coach 
Frad Garbowitz judges the debators (photo by Lou DiGiovanni).
No More Gaines
Computer Dept. Cracks Down
by Chris Berry
At the start of this school year, 
the Computer Center and the Com­
puter Science Department decided 
to regulate the students' usage of 
the computers by imposing stipula 
tions on the amount of time, the 
number of attempts , and the 
amount of storage space each stu­
dent is allowed. Previously, only 
storage space had been limited.
The reason for enforcing such 
a policy is that there arc students 
who "hog" the computers for 
games or idle entertainment while 
other students are obliged to wait 
for an opening. "They (the hogs) 
were there when I came in the 
morning and there again when I 
left at night,” remarked one Com­
puter Center worker. "When a stu­
dent pays for the course, he then 
has an equal right to the terminals. 
Playing games is not what tying 
up the terminals is for," he con­
tinued.
There arc many games that can 
be played on the computers; poker, 
chess, blackjack, and other games 
have been played on computers for 
years. Recently though, computer 
users have created games that arc 
more sophisticated and well suited 
for computer amusement. In a 
game called "Lunar Module Land­
ing," the player tries to safely land 
a spacecraft on the surface of the 
moon. The challenge is generated 
by the fact that the pilot, the com­
puter player, only has so much gas. 
If the player tries to approach the 
moon at too slow of a velocity, the 
fuel will run out. If the player goes 
too fast, the "vehicle” will pick up 
speed from the moon’s gravitation­
al pull, and crash to his death.
Although Grand Valley has a 
high proportion of terminals to 
students when compared to other 
schools, there never seems to be 
enough for everyone. “ I only hope 
that some people have sense enough 
to knock people playing games off 
(the terminals)," said another Com­
puter Center worker.
Grand Valley students’ allowed 
computer time, “batch runs”, and 
storage space arc still quite liberal 
even under the new regulations. 
Professor Quiring of the Math and 
Computer Science Department ex­
plained each of these points ip de­
tail. The allowed terminal time is 
the amount of time a student is 
logged in or, in other words, able 
to use the terminal. And the only 
way for a student to log in is to 
punch certain keys, typing out the 
code given him to get into his ac­
count. This insures that the term­
inals are only used by students in a 
computer science clavs. A "batch 
run” is putting a finished program 
through the computer for some in­
tended results. Storage space is the 
amount of computer memory that 
each student is given. Storage space 
unlike terminal time and batch 
runs, has always been regulated. 
Also, the terminal time and batch 
run regulations do not apply to 
the weekend hours since the Com­
puter Center is not as full at these 
hours.
The teachers specify the exact 
regulations, so it would seem that 
the students arc always given ample 
amount of time, attempts, and stor­
age space to complete their assign­
ments. There have, as yet, been no 
reports of serious students being 
unable to finish their assignments 
because of these regulations.
Please
support our advertisers. 
They support our paper!
From 11:00 a.m. until noon, 
President Lubbers and Dean of Stu­
dent Affairs Richard Mehler will be 
available in the C.C. Lounge to dis­
cuss the school and its environment. 
Lunch for students and families will 
follow, from noon until 1:15 in the 
Commons. Tickets for lunch arc 
$2.06 for adults and $1.03 for 
children under 12.
After lunch, students and families 
can walk over to the Arend D. 
Lubbers Stadium for the final game 
of the season against the Bulldogs of 
Ferris State. Kick-off time is 1:30 
p.m. A free reception will be held 
in the Campus Center immediately 
following the game.
p.m.
Anyone with questions concern­
ing any of the day's activities should 
contact the Student Affairs Office 
at ext. 295.
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In
The Corner
‘I too have something to say.’
jn my lust cohimn I asked (pleaded) for a post-halloween costume 
suggestion. I ilerted you, the Grand Valley community, that an absurd 
appearance" suggestion box was available in the (.ampus Center. I re­
ceived two (count'em) suggestions. The first suggestion read, ' I he Invis- 
able Man, just like the humor of the idea." (ouch!) The second suggestion 
was for more workable typewriters in the library Maybe I should dress up 
a3  a broken typewriter. So much for getting the student body involved.
I shall graduate next month. This impending growth made me realize 
that my column needs to graduate also. Entertainment should be pushed 
on from the humorous to another plane. After all, most of us require 
more than humor to survive this period of contained intellectual develop­
ment and monetary depletion. So, this column will not try to solicit 
laughs, but will still attempt to entertain those who care to read on.
I opened my eyelids this morning, and felt stuffy ami wrinkled. My 
darkened room was rather cold due to the absense of a heater, an engineer­
ing error no doubt. I didn’t feel like moving at all. Maybe my disposition 
was do to the darkness of my room. Maybe I’m coming down with some­
thing.
I vaguely remembered waking up in the middle of my slumber last 
night. I then recalled writing down what I believed to be a dream that I 
had captured before it buried itself in my subconscious. This dream re­
cording is one necessary enjoyable writing practice that I frequently prac 
tice. But this dream was the most unusual that I have ever had, and I 
don't remember recording the words that I did.
On my beside pad I had scribbled the following 
I too have something to say.
Will 1 be opening my eyes in the morning, feeling stuffy and 
wrinkled? Tonight the angels visited me and presented visions 
of adventure and death. Dreams accompanied by nocturnal 
seizures. The angels whispered in my car and I am no longer 
afraid.
4 W e are in collaboration. ’
‘ Yeidel Performance Intimate ’
(Ed Preface On the southeast out 
skirts o f campus sits one o f G V’s 
newest and most specialized build 
mgs, Cedar Studios. The Cedar facil 
ity houses the hulk o f the graphic 
fine arts for the collages the paint 
mg. drawing, and print making de 
partments, along with a classroom 
for art education. The building is 
bright and spacious with room for 
storage o f "works in progress" as 
well as working on them.
The story that follows was started 
on a canvas o f events in primary 
colors, a cold model and lots o f vis 
iting janitors working on the heat 
The story developed into an inter 
veiw with a companion piece on the 
art department. When the following 
article was edited and rewritten, 
what emerged was an artfully done 
piece that captures not only an 
event and an interveiw. hut the color 
and scope o f a painting session at 
Cedar Studios.) 
by Lois Rogers
Oom t 4m m  tmd ^ o v k  ohm  out of thotr natural snvironmsnt to quench than bizzarc thirst (foe rock and rod) at 
d a  HaNowoM 4 m m  (photo by Date Pod, haduiadnatad backdrop by Marty Driver).
(Ed. Note Every Thursday between 
4 and 5 p m Thomas Jefferson 
Showcase presents original and some­
times un iiridinary performances in 
the LHH Commons These shows 
are often devoid o f the flash and ego 
oj a more calculated act. their attrac­
tion being their freshness, vitality, 
experimentation.
by Bob Vance
Yeidel started playing promptly at 
four, and the small audience gravi­
tated around him during the next 
fifteen minutes or so. There is some­
thing highly valuable in a pertor 
mance of this type The audience 
is small; intimacy is established 
through the smallness of the group 
and no one feels intimidated. The 
interchange between listener and 
performer (whether verbal or non­
verbal) is loose and personal people 
stretch out on the floor, eyes and 
minds wander into that overall feel­
ing of pleasant, thoughtful melan­
choly ...the special kind of melancho­
ly that comes while listening to 
songs like those of Lou Yeidel.
Lou sat in front of the wide win­
dows in the Commons so that what 
was happening outside seemed very 
much a part of the entire perfor­
mance: the fast-moving grey clouds, 
the intermittant showers over the 
fields and the leafless ravines. The 
total view of the November weather 
coupled with the songs only made 
the whole effect more complete.
Yeidcl’s songs are clearly-stated, 
thoughtful tunes, influenced by the 
likes of Jackson Browne and James 
Taylor, with a touch of Tennessee 
at times. Most of the performance 
consisted of l.ou’s own work, though 
there was a particularly fine rendi­
tion of a Jackson Browne tunc and 
a song made popular by Pure Prairie 
League called "Jazz Man'. His own 
songs ranged from a nicely composed 
love song called “Monica” to a blue­
sy number entitled “The Rooming 
House Blues", something he wrote 
ten years ago.
In between songs, Mr. Yeidel talk­
ed with senstivity. sensibility-, and
humor about writing of the songs, 
the informality cf the githcri,is „.,J 
some basic “songwriter”. He seemed 
particularly involved with the subject 
of informality informality that 
allowed him to leaf through a note­
book occasionally in order to select 
the next tunc and; to stop a song 
when it wasn’t up to his standards 
and start it again, neither of which 
detracted from his performance, but 
rather, added to the total effect.
The audience was small, but any 
larger an audience may have prevent­
ed the sense of community that was 
shared during the performance, that 
sense allows one to stretch out a bit, 
quictiy catch up on new happenings 
with the person seated next to you, 
or just meditate on some good hu­
man feeling expressed and shared 
through fine melodics and original 
lyrics.
This is the second showcase Mr. 
Yeidel has done in the Commons 
this fall. Hopefully it won’t be the 
last, winter is closing in fast and well 
need as much warmth as we can
Slap-stick Lovers
by Inis Rodgers eyes, bouncy curls and an energetic
style.
The man who discovered such si­
lent film stars as Charlie Chaplin. 
"Fatty" Arbuckle, W. C. Fields, 
Buster Keaton, and invented the 
Keystone Kops—Mack Sennett -is 
spotlighted in “Mack and Mabel". 
“Mack and Mable" is a bittersweet 
musical comedy about Sennett’s days 
as producer-director of slap-stick 
films and his on-again, off again ro­
mance with actress Mabel Normand, 
and “ It" girl of that era.
Christopher Council, who adroitly 
plays the title role of Mack, is ap­
pearing at Hope College through the 
courtesy of Actor’s Equity, a part of 
Hope’s artist-in-residence program. 
Mabel ;s played by Lori Moore, 
bringing life to her role with big dark
Art Therapy
The newly formed Arts Therapy 
Interest Group will hold it’s second 
meeting in the Campus Center Snack 
Bar on Monday, Nov. 12 at 2 p. m. 
Students and Faculty interested or
Well choreographed by Richard 
Rahn and costumed by Patricia 
Blom, a large cast of dancers and 
singers sparkles through both acts. 
The orchestra, though ably directed 
by Sandra Blodgett, sounded as if it 
might have been assembled at the last 
minute. Perhaps a few rchersals 
might help.
Bunches of bubbling, blushing 
bathing beauties, lots of leggy chor- 
us-Iinc limbs and a pinch of pathos 
keeps this highly entertaining show 
moving at a quick pace.
"Mack and Mabel" continues Nov. 
8-10 and Nov. 15-17 at Hope’s 
DeWitt Cultural Center in Holland. 
The management suggests that reser­
vations be made by calling (616) 
392-1449.
Activated
involved with careers in social work, 
counciling, special ed., or arts ther­
apy are invited to attend. Call jama 
at 895-4486 for more information.
As the model takes her position 
on the platform the sun from the big 
windows turns the highlights of her 
skin to glowing gold. She glances 
down at the marks near her feet to 
assure herself that she is standing in 
exactly the same location as before, 
then glances up at the students for 
confirmation. Placing her hand on 
the bracket provided for that pur­
pose, she leans against the blue and 
grey drapery and checks the clock 
Professor Kerr notes her concern for 
the time. She confides, "Twenty 
minutes in the same position seems 
like an eternity...my muscles cramp 
and my arm falls asleep.”
The students begin to set up can­
vases and mix colors on their pallcts- 
a spectrum of tones for flesh in light, 
another for shadow. Most conversa­
tion stops and the sound of brush on 
fabric or a knife blending colors on 
a glass pallet can be heard. Occas 
sionally someone steps back or across 
the studio to cheek their progress 
from a different vantage point. One
Artists critique paintings of life model with instructor Don Kerr (photo by John llaafkc).
of the painters poured turpentine in 
to a jar and loudly splashes the brush 
arounJ, cleaning it for a new color
One of the class members signals 
that is time for a break and Barbara 
grimaces as she reaches for her robe. 
Someone ask her if she is uncomfort­
able. In a heavy Italian accent Bar­
bara (who wishes that her last name 
be withheld) whispers “sore mus­
cles”, then strikes a pose with arms 
outstretched and an expression of 
agony on her face.
Barbara, seated on a low stool 
apoligizes for her difficulty with 
English. She confides, “I am really 
not-umm-confortable, exhibiting my 
self” even though, she adds, “in 
Naples where we go swimming top 
less it is accepted by everyone." 
When asked how she feels about her
relationship to the students, she 
looks toward the varied results and 
smiles, "we arc in collaboration."
Professor Kerr moves about the 
studio, checking the progress of the 
painters. lie speaks to Barbarg 
about her days as an art student in 
Italy. She points out that more vir- 
idian (green) would be used in the 
skin tones there, as Italie-- s coloring 
is generally more olive.
When the next break-time arrives 
Barbara relaxes with a cup of coffee. 
She speaks about her visit to this 
country. "1 needed to find a job be 
cause my money was not enough 
My English was not so good for most 
work, so this job as model was the
best.” She said she would be heading 
for home very shortly, cumulating a 
3-month stay in the U.S. "I like this 
country very much, I want to return
many times."
Time passes quickly. Hardly has 
the class begun when 3 hours is near­
ly over. T he fragrance of turpentine 
becomes stronger as the painters care 
for their brushes and store away wet 
canvases. Some continue working 
feverishly as this is the last day with 
the model and there is always one 
more strike to be applied-one more 
spot of color to he added. Barbara 
remains on the platform until nearly 
12 00 and then she is finished. But 
next week the artist’s will be back to 
face primed, pristine fabric. And a 
new subject to paint-
by Thomas L. L. Saulsberry III
I .a st week, November 1 through 
3, the Theatre Department of the 
Performing Arts Center cleared it’s 
cob-wcbbs from the stage of the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre, and pre­
sented their second production of 
the year, The Bald Soprano, by 
Eugene Ionesco. Directed by Profes­
sor Roger Ellis, this one-act play was 
billed as being an absurdity, a hilari 
ous farge. Being an absurdity, yes, 
sure, I'll buy that. But as a hilarious
farce, this production fell far short.
The play didn’t really have any 
definite plot, but in plays such as 
this, an absurdity, that’s unimport­
ant. It’s the timing, the movement, 
and the utilization of these two ele­
ments that takes precedence in a pro­
duction of this kind, surpassed in im­
portance only by the vcrsitality of 
the actors. And although the invari­
able, (mono-skilled) actors were un 
able to grasp the fullness of the in 
roles, under the direction ol Profes­
sor Ellis they were able to success­
fully utilize movement and timing.
The play amusingly opened with 
Mr. and Mrs. Smith sitting at the
evening’s end. Mr. Smith is reading 
his daily paper, and Mrs. Smith is 
concocting. Not at all an unusual 
or absurd sight. But it's the non­
sensical dialogue “could you by 
any chance be nty wife” and the farc­
ical actions (The fireman entering 
from the ceiling) following that 
patterns the humor for the entire- 
production.
The cast was headed by Mike 
Kivcncn and Cindy Stevens, playing 
Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Although short 
of hilarious, these two performers 
certainly gave the most energetic per­
formances. The cast also included 
Dan Sutherland ami Margaret Zalac, 
as Mr. and Mrs. Man in, Margi Dereks 
as the Smith’s maid, anil Dan Sory 
as the Fireman, desperately in search 
of a fire, any fire, (please!).
The Bald Soprano was quite 
enjoyable. Although there were 
unusual moments of loud laughter 
from the audience, for the most part 
it was a smile sustaining production.
The Bald Soprano was a good 
and inspiring presentation, showing 
much promise for the 79/80 theatri­
cal season.
Bald Soprano is Hairy Farce
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G et the Cramps, G et the Tourists, ‘E at to  the 7
by Steve Aldrich
The Cramps Gravest Hits (A&M) 
AKKKGGGHIIRRKUUHIIMPH!
The rrampt u;ed {s }.- .u- UM. 
signed hand in America. Now that 
they vc got a deal, maybe they're 
just the best period. "Gravest Hits" 
lumps together The Cramps two 
singles, plus the addition of the pre 
viously unreleased "lonesome 
Town", which is a touching ballad 
that combines the best histronics of 
Gene Vincent and Johnny Ray 
There are distinctive renditions of 
"Surfin Bird”, Jack Scott’s "The 
Way I Walk”, and Roy Orbison's 
"Domino”. Ix t’s not forget the ori­
ginal, "Human Fly” (with "96 tears 
only five tunes, but it's quality that 
counts right?
The i ounsts (Logo-import)
The Tourists' album went al­
most unnoticed when it was re­
leased earlier this year. When some 
one finally got around to giving it a 
spin they must have been pleasantly 
surprised. By the looks of things, 
I would have guessed the Tourists to 
be another neo-Roxy Music Rip- 
inspiration from the early works of 
Jefferson Airplane and lairport 
Convention, with a heavy dose of 
the Byrds thrown in The vocals of 
Rod Coombs and Ann Lenox really
do recall the duo of Sandy Denny 
and Ian Matthews. None of this ever 
borders on bland however, as the 
band can rock. There's much to he 
said for the future of this group.
Blondic "Eat To The Beat" (Chry 
salts)
I've never really felt comfortable 
with this group before. The previous 
albums have been spotty with occa 
sional flashes of brilliance offset by 
an inordinate amount of throwaway 
material and not much emotional 
committment. "Eat to the Beat" is 
not only the best album BlotiJie has 
ever made, but it ranks as one of the 
best albums by any American band
this year. The problems of song­
writing consistancy have been ironed
out, Chris Stein may possibly be 
beginning to understand the function 
of lead guitar, Debbie is losing much 
annoying offhandedness in her sing­
ing, and Clem Burke continues to 
amaze. Check out the nod to Martha 
and the Vandcllasin "Slow Motion". 
And, let's not forget Mike Chapman, 
who turns in his finest production 
performance since the heyday of 
The Suieet
Aswad “llulct" (Grove Music Im 
port)
Aswad’s first album, released by Is­
land in 1975, offered convincing
evidence that England's reggae scene 
was not to be ignored. After a num­
ber of years without a record deal, 
Asuiad’s new independent release is 
the sharpest slice of U.K. reggae since 
Linton Kwcsi Johnson's "Forces of 
Victory". Aswad is no longer con­
tent to )ust mimic the JA (Jamaican) 
sounds, instead, they're carving out 
their own identity. "Hulct" has a 
Philly soul influence creeping into 
the music, at times reminiscent of 
the Dclfonics. th e  natural-register 
vocal harmony as opposed the more 
common falccttu harmonics are a 
nice change of pace. An accessible 
album that avoids Third World’s 
blatent cross over appeal.
James White and the Blacks "Off 
White" <7E)
To set the record straight, James 
White is actually James Chance, 
leader of the infamous New York 
no-wave band. This whole scam is 
in reality a Contortions album, with 
some augmentation. “Contort Your 
self" is already a minor classic, 
loved by disco fanciers and disco 
suckers alike. There's also a swell 
rendition of Irving Berlin's "Tropical 
Heatwave”, which mom will like. 
Gee, its all so neat I just don’t know 
where to start. Or quit.
1CLASSIFIED &
There’s a job for you!
This week's job opportunities in­
clude:
Openings in General accounting W 
$4.00 per hour
Telephone Loan offices <K $3.60 
per hour
Receptionist ® $3.84 per hour (AM)
Cashiers and stock persons needed in 
Comstock Park. Start at $3.50/hr.
People to work in food service is in 
highest demand at present. Wages, 
hours, and location vary. There arc 
over 20 openings in Kent & Ottawa 
Counties.
Lanthorn Classified Ad Rate
1) Base Kate: $2.50 for 15 words or 
less, batch additional word —$.05.
2) Boldface Type ad -t.5 0 .
3) Border around ad—$.50.
4) Commercial (Business ad) add — 
$.50.
When submitting your classified ad, 
please use the format below.
NAME................DATE.........................
ADDRESS......CITY....... STATE........
ZIP CODE..........PHONE..................
DATE TO RUN.................................
AMOUNT ENCLOSED......................
YOUR AD..
NOTE: Payment must be enclosed 
when submitting this ad. Ads re­
ceived without payment will not be 
printed! Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m. 
Make check or money order payable 
to  - The Lanthorn.
Address
The Lan thorn /Campus Center 
Gran'. Valley State Colleges 
Alkndalc, Ml. 49401
| Mon. Tm s  ^Wuirv Fri. 7 :0 0 * 9 :4 0  
»  Sun 1 :3 0 .4 :1 0 .7 :0 0  *  9  40
Interested in a fast paced job in a 
publication office? Journalism back­
ground helpful but not necessary.
NEED A JOB???
ATTENTION PSYCHOLOGY, SO­
CIOLOGY, AND SPECIAL ED, 
STUDENTS!!!
We have openings for people working 
with mental retarded children and 
teenagers coming from troubled 
backgrounds.
We're having a boom on sales related 
openings ranging:
Agricultural equipment 
Photo equipment 
Clothing
Bcverages/Bartcnding
Waitresses, cooks, pizza makers need 
cd in Grandville. Wages depending on 
experience. Hours arc flexible.
Interested??? Gintact Steve Tagg or 
Michelle Bridges at Seidman House 
Ext. 238or 237
Work Study Job Openings:
Criminal Justice Majors
Opportunity in research and planning 
for pretrial services at an agcnc; 
in Muskegon
Recreation Aides needed at agen­
cies in Muskegon and Zeeland
Clerical openings in Holland, Jcnison, 
Muskegon, South Grand Rapids, 
Zeeland. Pay rates vary and arc 
all above minimum wage
Human Services
Positions as program aides in group 
homes or as aides in recreation pro­
grams in Grand Rapids, Holland, 
Grand Haven, and near Allendale. 
Good for Soc/Psych majors or per­
sons w/ interest in general human 
service
Meteorology Technician Aide 
Outstanding opportunity for 
Environmental Sciences Major in 
southeastern (.rand Rapids working 
with weather information $4.00 per 
hour
If interested in your eligibility for 
any of the above jobs, contact 
Sheila Klernm at the Student Em­
ployment Office in Seidman House 
(ext. 238)
Addressers Wanted IMMEDIATELY! 
Work at home - - no experience nec- 
cessary - - excellent pay. Write Amer­
ican Service, 8350 Park Tame, Suite 
127, Dallas, TX 7S23I
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES 
Send $1.00 for your 306 - page cata­
log of collegiate research. 10,250 
topics listed. Box 25097G, Los 
Angeles, California, 90025 (213) 
477-8226.
WHAT IS PIRGM?
—  STUDENTS LEARNING TO LOBBY
-  STUDENTS OPPOSING THE RETURN OF THE 
DRAFT
STUDENTS WORKING FOR TENANTS TO EARN 
INTERESTS ON THEIR SECURITY DEPOSITS
STUDENTS RESEARCHING ENERGY ISSUES
STUDENTS LEARNING TO WORK FOR THE PUB­
LIC INTEREST
Join Us. PlRGIM-GVSC, the campus chapter of the Public Interest 
Research Group In Michigan.
G V L I I
PARTY STORE
NEW OWNER NEW MANAGEMENT 
NEW LOOK
GROCERIES
BEER WINE
POP
SNACKS
Deli now open!
QUICK LUNCH OR LATE NITE SNACK 
DELI ITEMS
SUBS SALADS
SANDWICHES HOT COFFEE
HAM N’ CHEESE HOT DOGS
HOT PIZZA 
KEG BEER
DISCOUNTS ON LARGE PARTIES (5 KEGS) 
ACROSS FROM WATER TOWER ON 42 AVE 
895-7626
NATURAL PIZZA PR00UCTS
WEIRD BEARDS, INC. 
03686 Lata Michigan Driva. N.W. 
Grand Rapidt. Michigan 49604 
On The Bonks of the Grand River
(616) 677-9525
THE BEARDS
NATURAL GOURMET FOODS 
RESTAURANT
P R O U D L Y  A N N O U N C E S  
F U L L  A F T E R N O O N  T E A !
A f t r r  d i n i n g  a t  the j E m b a B s e g  ttiitLj ( A m b a s s a d o r  J S i n g m a n  S r e t o s t e r  
( E b r U r a r d  a n d  ^ l e a r l g  - N o r m a l  c o u l d  n o t  r e s i s t  t he  t e m p t a t i o n  to b r i n g  b a c h  , 
tlje t i m e  h o n o r e d  t r a d i t i o n  o f  f u l l  a f t e r n o o n  tea to J R i c I j i g a n .
F A R E
TEAS or COF F E E
SCONES CAKES COOKI ES BI SCUI TS  
CHEESES BUTTER JAM MARMALADE
T I M E
4P.M.  TUESDAY t hrough FRI DAY  
Begi nni ng November  6 . I 979
T A R I F F
$5 . 00  i nc l udi ng t axes .  Gr a t u i t i e s  ext r a
RESERVATI ONS SUGGESTED
i
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Laker Sidelines 
With
Steve Serulla
Lakers Post Comeback Victory
by Steven M. Serulla
The Laker football team survived 
a disasterous first-half last Saturday 
afternoon and went on to post a vic­
tory over Great Lakes Conference 
foe Northwood Institute 22-14 at 
Juillerat Stadium.
The lakers entered the locker- 
room at half-time as a beaten team, 
but emerged 15 minutes with a new 
found momentum which they had 
been lacking during the first seven 
weeks of the season.
Laker coach Jim Harkema gave 
them all the credit for the victory to 
the players. "The coaching staff had 
nothing to do with the victory today. 
The players’emotions and enthusiasm 
in the second-half won the contest."
The first-half was dominated by 
the Northmen, as Grand Valley 
played as though they were in a 
touch football game against the
cheerleaders. Northwood outgained 
the Lakers 163 yards to 70 yards of 
total offense in the first-half and 
pushed across two touchdowns on a 
28-yard scamper by halfback Jayce 
Smith, and fullback Tim Rhine’s 
two-yard plunge.
However, Grand Valley came roar­
ing back in the third-quarter and 
scored two touchdowns in two min­
utes. Tailback Kurt Johnson took 
the pigskin in from two-yards out 
and Doug Waldie picked up a punt 
blocked by fellow defensive back 
Mike Given and tumbled into the 
endzone for the score.
The Lakers were still down by 
two points 14-12 entering the final 
quarter but took the lead for good 
on a Jim Flanigan 37-yard field* 
goal with 13:37 remaining in the 
contest.
The final score came with 5:39 
on the clock, when Will Roach
rambled six yards for his tenth 
touchdown of the season.
The Laker defense did an out­
standing job in the second-half as it 
limited the Northmen to just six first 
downs while picking off two passes. 
Defensive back Craig Blanchard pick­
ed off both of Northwood quarter 
back Jim Dolmctsch’s pass attempts 
and returned the first one 35 yards 
to the Northwood 21-yard line. 
Three plays later, Roach scored his 
TD.
Northwood mounted one last 
drive in an attempt to overtake the 
Lakers, but Blanchard's second inter­
ception at the GV 15-yard line 
halted the drive with only 1:26 
showing on the clock.
Grand Valley finished the after­
noon with 243 net yards gained on 
offense their lowest of the season. 
Laker quarterback. David Quinley, 
completed 8 of 18 attempts for 121
yards passing with six of them going 
to flanker Clint Nash. Roach, for 
the second week in a row, was the 
work horse on the ground as he car­
ried the ball 18 times for 99 yards 
and one touchdown as the Lakers 
gained 122 yards nishing.
Northwood's top offensive player 
was Jayce Smith. Me carried the ball 
21 times for 99 yards and a TD, 
but the l.akcr defense shut him down 
in the second half as he was held to 
only eight yards in six carries.
The Lakers close the 1979 season 
Saturday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. as 
they entertain GLIAC rival Ferris 
State College. The Bulldogs are 4-4-1 
on the season and are known for 
their past upset victories over the 
Lakers. It will be Family Day at 
Lubbers Stadium and the Grand Val­
ley team will be looking to finish the 
year on a winning note, and have a 
winning season.
Harriers Qualify For Nationals
LANTHORN: What are your feelings about coaching staff and their part 
in successes of the various teams at Grand Valley?
PRESIDENT LUBBERS: I
think our coaches are excellent 
and 1 think that is one of the 
major reasons why we have a 
good sports program at Grand 
Valley. The quality of the 
coaches not only as technicians 
but as people is outstanding. We 
have a good group of coaches; 
both men and women and with 
the resources they have, they do 
an unusually fine job. They give 
the best performance you could 
ask for out of a coach and 
they’re just top rate!
LANTHORN: What about the fieldhousc situation and your feelings on 
its effect upon the college in regards to sports, academics, and enrollment?
PRESIDENT LUBBERS: It’s a sad situation. I think it has had an effect 
on enrollment and there has been a decline in enrollment in some pro­
grams which has been traced by studies taken by the college to the fact 
that we don’t have a fieldhousc.
1 think that any time a campus has a building which has been condemn­
ed and closed and has been that way for a full year, it has an effect on 
moral. Especially on the people who would be using it for their classwork, 
varsity athletics, or intramurals.
s
I’m just disturbed that it takes so long to get it replaced. It’s already been 
over a year and I’m hoping that there can be a shovel in the ground by 
next spring. It’s a frustrating process and it must be doubly frustrating 
for the coaches and players in coping with the problem of being without 
an athletic facility.
I
(Prawdant Lufabars photo* by John Manat).
Laker of the Week
Grand Valley's cross country coach Bill Clingsr, U n t bom ’s Laker of the
nesday after Grand Valley womped 
Alma College 5-0 and before the 
Lakers travelled up north on Satur 
day for the State of Michigan Tour­
nament, where they fell to Northern 
Michigan 7-0.
First half goals by Marti Driza- 
Bredin, Joyce Irick, and Peg VanAnt- 
werp, gave the Lakers a 3-0 halftime 
lead over Alma.
In the second half, VanAntwerp 
and Bredin each scored additional 
goals before the final whistle, as the 
Lakers looked the best they have all 
season.
Rancourt couldn’t have been 
more pleased with her squad’s per­
formance. “This is definitely the 
best game we have ever played. 
Things fit together because I finally 
put players in positions where they 
belonged. It was a good way to end 
the regular season.”
Looking back on the season, the 
Lakers were lucky to win the six 
games they did. One obstacle they 
had to overcome was that they never 
bad a practice session in which all of 
the players participated.
Rancourt takes the blame for the 
eight lowcs. “I evidently didn't do 
what I had to do as a coach. 1 didn’t 
give them enough drills at the be­
ginning of the season to perfect their 
skills. **
“They didn't have the drill they 
should have had after seven weeks of 
playing the game, and you can’t 
blaae that on a player,’’ Rancourt 
added.
Grand Valley cross-country coach 
Bill Clingcr is this week's recipient of 
the Lantbom  sports staffs Laker of 
the Week honors. Coach Clinger’s 
harriers finished third in last week’s 
NAIA District 23 cross-country 
championships and qualified for the 
NAIA National Championships for 
the first time in Grand Valley his­
tory.
Clinger began the 1979 campaign 
with only one runner returning from 
last year's eighth-place squad and had 
to rely upon untried runners to re­
build his team. Yet, with five fresh­
men and one first-year sophomore 
joining his team, he was able to mold 
them into his finest squad in his 
rwelve years of coaching at Grand 
Valley.
Earlier this season, the Laker bar­
riers took top honors at the Spring 
Arbor Invitational. It was the first 
time a Laker cross-country team had 
won an invitational meet.
When asked if he had expected his 
young team to do ss well as it had 
this season, Clinger commented, ‘‘It's 
almost unbelievable. They are a 
very dedicated group of runners. 
They push hard to improve them­
selves each week and I guess it paid 
off in the Invitational win a t Spring 
Arbor and our third-place finish in 
the District 23 championships."
Wosk (photo by Louie DiGiovanni).
“It's just great to be able to go to 
the Nationals after 12 years of com­
petition, especially after we started 
die year with the goal of just im­
proving upon our eighth-place finish 
of last year.”
The third-place finish was posted 
against three of the top teams in the
country Saginaw Valley and Hills­
dale are currently rated second and 
sixth respectively in the NAIA Divi­
sion 1 national polls. Ferris State 
qualified two weeks ago for the 
NCAA Division II National Champ­
ionships but they were unable to 
defeat the young Laker team. 
to  GV by three points, 106 to  109.
Grand Valley's president, Arend D. Lubbers, has long been known on 
campus for his support of intercollegiate athletics at GVSC. Before he 
arrived at Grand Valley in 1968 there were few intercollegiate sports play­
ed on the campus. In particular, the football program was absent. Presi­
dent Lubbers has bccninstrumcntai in establishing a growing athletic pro­
gram at the college. This l antbom editor wanted to know his views on 
some important questions concerning the total sports program on the 
Grand Valley State College's campus and arranged this interview.
LANTHORN: Do you think that athletics and intercollegiate sports are 
an important part of Grand Valley; both in terms of entertaining and pub­
lic relations?
PRESIDENT LUBBERS: I think people enjoy sports and athletic events 
and they are good public relations when the athletic program is good. It 
has a lot of visability and I think we have a good program here at Grand 
Valley. I think sports and athletics are important to the life of any insti­
tution like ours; however, sports shouldn’t be limited to just varsity sports. 
There should be opportunities for any student or any faculty member to 
participate in some physical sport. Sports are a part of life. It helps 
school spirit and Intercollegiate Athletic activities with which many of 
the people in the college community can identify. Sports and athletics are 
just a good healthy part of an academic institution.
LANTHORN: Where would you like to sec the sports program at Grand 
Valley move toward in the future?
PRESIDENT LUBBERS: I think it’s moving in the right directions. I’ve 
been very supportive of the whole development of women’s athletics and 
that still has a way to go. It can still be improved.
When we look at the future, in the next decade, it’s hard to know what 
kind of resources there will be in the state of Michigan for a state institu­
tion. With declining enrollments throughout the country, we’ll not be able 
to keep adding sports to our program as fast as we have in the past. What I 
hope wc can do. is what we arc doing now and do that well. We, the col­
lege, will have to take it as it comes and have to see what resources are 
available. Then, we'll have to make decisions as to how we’ll use those 
resources.
LANTHORN: There was a cutback in the funding of Intercollegiate Ath­
letics at Grand Valley this year and it seemed to hurt most in the football 
program. Do you feel a more stable way of funding Intercollegiate Athle­
tics should be instituted here at Grand Valley?
PRESIDENT LUBBERS: Every 
area on campus had to take a 
look at their budgets and we've 
gone out and raised more money 
for sports from private sources. 
I hope that in the future, the 
kinds of funds we can raise pri­
vately and put into the athletic 
program will help make up for 
any cuts that they’ve had from 
the general fund budget. Alum­
ni donations could become a big 
part of that extra money.
by Steven M. Serulla
The Grand Valley State Colleges’ 
cross-country team surprised a field 
of ten schools at Saturday’s running 
of the NAIA District 23 Cross-Coun­
try Championships and ran away 
with a third place finish to qualify 
for the NAIA National Champion­
ships to be held at the University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside.
Finishing in first place was de­
fending champion Saginaw Valley 
State College (currently rated 2nd 
nationally) with 20 points. Five of 
the SV Cardinal runners finished 
among the top' six at the five mile
Field Hockey Team 
Drops Last Game
by Suzanne Joseph
Ann Rancourt, women’s field 
hockey coach at Grand Valley State 
Colleges, wishes she could have a- 
nother shot at the 1979 season which 
came to a close last Saturday in Mar­
quette, Michigan.
Once again, the field hockey team 
had a losing season finishing with six 
wins and eight losses. However, six 
wins is a record for any field hockey 
team at GVSC.
It would have been nice if the 
season could have ended last Wed-
event, which was hosted by Aquinas 
College.
Hillsdale’s Gordon Sanders took 
top honors as he led the Chargers to 
a second place finish with a time of 
25:36.5 Saginaw Valley runners 
Spence Peterson, 25:46; Bob Duerk- 
son, 25:58; Waldo Cabriales, 25:59; 
Duane Johnson, 26:05; and Mike 
Heath, 26:07; placed second through 
sixth respectively.
Grand Valley was led by Glen 
Bradley and Graft finished 13th and 
15 th respectively and were named to 
the NAIA All-District 23 team.
The other Laker finishers were 
Greg Hyde, 16th place; Fred Geary, 
30th; Dean Bagalay, 32nd; Dave 
Lodes, 48th; and Duane Stevenson, 
58th.
The final standings were close as 
Hillsdale (rated sixth nationally) 
totaled 82 points for second place, 
Grand Valley finished with 106 
points, Ferris State had 109, host 
Aquinas 117, Northwood 126, 
Spring Arbor 164, UM-Dearbom 
238, and Lake Superior State 253. 
Siena Heights failed to have five run­
ners finish and had no team score.
It was the first time that a Grand 
Valley cross-country ream has quali­
fied for the national tournament. 
The Laker harriers will have two 
weeks to prepare for the trip which 
takes place Saturday, November 17, 
at Kenosha, Wisconsin.
The 10th annual YMCA, Grand Valley Marathon got underway at noon last 
■Saturday with 1,350 runners participating. There were three races held, the 
first one was the 10,000 meter (6.2 miles), the second was the mini marathon 
(13.1 miles) and then the marathon itself (26.2 miles). The first runner across 
the finish line in the 10,000 meter race was John Potts from Fruitport with a 
time of 32:12.8. The first woman to finish the race was Jill Klat with a time 
of 42:15.7 from Grand Rapids. In the mini marathon the first place honors 
went to Tim Flahaven from Big Rapids with a time of 1:10:5.6. The first 
woman was Elain Rolyn from Kalamazoo in 1:33:27.7. Winning the 26.2 
marathon was Steve Thomas, from Ontario, Canada with a time of 2:30.15. 
Mary Ann Gedrites from Grand Rapids was the first woman runner across the 
finish line with a time of 3:09 (photo by Dave Poll).
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This Week With the Lakers
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Volleyball
Volleyball
Football
GVSC at SMA1AW Tournament (CMU)
GVSC at SMA1AW Tournament ((MU) 
Ferris State at GVSC (Family Day)
All Day
All Day 
1:30
Defeats North wood
“ 8 ' e 811 ,or l,rand V8l,«v '* sophomore Pam VanderKolk (24), during the October 23 match against Central
Michigan University. Last weekend, the Lakers finished the 5th Annual University of Windsor Can Am Tournament 
with four wins and eight losses. Joan Boand's squad played Kellogg Community College and Schoolcraft Community 
College, both from Michigan, in addition to Canadian teams from the Universities of Laurentian. Waterloo, Brock, and 
Guelph. Grand Valley travels to Central Michigan University tomorrow for the SMAIAW State of Michigan Tournament 
to play teams such as Northern Michigan University, Michigan Tech University, Ferris State College, and Lake Superior 
State College (photo by John Wanat).
Intramural 
Turkey Trot
NovemberlS
by Rhctt Stuart
It’s getting close to Thanksgiving, 
and you know what that means 
around the Campus Recreation of­
fices. That’s right, it s time for the 
Turkey Trot.
If you dare, it’s time to muster up 
your 4-person team and get ready to 
hit the course. Entries are due Wed­
nesday, November 14th, with the 
race being the next day at 4:00 p.m.
Also, if you’re a badminton play­
er, entries for the IM badminton 
tournament arc due today in Room 
82 of the Fieldhouse. The tourna­
ment will be played on two Satur­
days, the 10th and 17th of Novem­
ber.
In the women’s touch football 
play-offs, which were held last week, 
the Kistler Rowdies defeated 
M.A.S.H. 6-0 on a first-quarter 60 
yard TD pass from Tammy Grames 
to Kris Lyndon to end the Intramur­
al touch football season.
Soccer Team Wins Final Game
EM atm U
454-0539 
1437 Wealthy
Dirk Rivers
Nov.6 ,9, 10
County Line
Nov. 12,13
Lazy
Nov. 13,14,15
A R G O S
if \
*  *  - m ' V"t- Vi
Argos Book Store
corner of Lake Dr. A Robinson Rd.
Science Fiction. Baseball 
Cards. Comic books,
| Old Books, Paperbacks, 
Magazines.
■ _  .  M o rv S a t 1 1 . 3 0 - 6 O C
l t d .  4 6 4 -0 1 1 1  T u n  1 1 3 0 . - 9 : 0 0
Do You Remember?
NOVEMBER 13, 1971-Grand Valley's cross-country team concluded its 
1971 season with a seventh place finish at the District 5 Championship at 
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio. Laker freshman, Jim Darcy, led the 
Grand Valley harriers with a 28th place finish in 28:46.
NOVEMBER 1 1, 1972-Grand Rapids Junior College rallied behind a se­
cond-half offensive show to overcome an 11-6 halftime deficit and defeat 
Grand Valley’s football team 11-6 at Houseman Field. The defeat left the 
Lakers with a winless 0-6 record for the 1972 season.
NOVEMBER 10, 1973-Center Jim Schaap (now a Laker assistant coach) 
and linebacker Dennis Dermycr earned Laker of the Week honors for their 
contributions to Grand Valley’s 48-3 thumping of Adrian College.
NOVEMBER 10, 1978-Thc I.akcr basketball team became the first colle­
giate team to post a victory on the Pontiac Silvcrdome court when they 
defeated the University of Sarajevo (Yugoslavia) 75-58. Leading the Laker 
attack was guard, Chris Raven with 19 points.
by Rhctt Stuart
To every cloud there’s a silver 
lining.
And finally, the GVSC soccer 
team found theirs; the silver lining, 
that is.
The cloud had been around all
year.
Last Saturday, the Laker kickers 
entered their final game of the 
season with an overcast 0-7-1 record, 
apparently headed for the team's 
first winless season in its seven-year 
history.
But, before the day was over, the 
silver lining showed through and 
Grand Valley chalked up their 
first and only win of the 1979 sea­
son, a 3-1 triumph over the North­
men of Northwood Institute.
An awesome passing attack, coup­
led with an onslaught of shots-on- 
goal kept the Lakers knocking at the 
door.
Junior left-wing Mike Briggs con­
nected for his first two goals of the 
year, enough for the Lakers to enjoy 
the taste of victory.
To put the frosting on the cake, 
freshman Andy Robinson scored the 
first goal of his young collegiate 
career and Grand Valley took a 3-0 
lead into the halftime break.
Northwood finally managed to get 
on the scoreboard midway through 
the second half, but it was obvious 
that any attempt at a comeback was 
futile. A stubborn Laker defense 
totally dominated the Northwood 
front line, intercepting passes and 
executing major-league tackles to 
force the Northmen into complete 
submission.
Coach Antonio Herrerra expressed 
a positive outlook for next year’s 
team, reminding soccer fans that 
with next year’s switch to the semes­
ter system, the GVSC kickers will 
be starting as early as their oppon­
ents.
FAMILY DAY
November K), 1979
S c h e d u le
10 a m
10 a m 1 1 j  ,r.
Prices
Luncheon
A d u lts — $ 2 0 6
Resident hall students -tre e  (w ith  Meal Plan) 
Children —$1 03 (under 12)
Football Game
Adults —$3
S tu d e n ts -$1 50
Senior Citizens -  St (Over 65i
C M dren  —Si (under 12)
Hes'dent Malls Open house Begins 
Rev- '.ration (purchase tickets)—  
Campus Center Lobby 
Continental Breakfast (tree)—Campus 
Center
Perform ing Arts Center Performance 
Campus Center Lounge 
GVSC rfookstore Open 
ir fo r r v j l  d iscussion w ith GVSC 
President Arend D  LuDbers and Dean o»
S iudent* Richat’ d  G f.fiiiMm Campu* 
Center Lounge
Campus Tours -  Depart from Campus 
Center Lobby
Lu-'irh —Com m ons Dmmg Area 
GVSC Lakers n  Ferris State BuMdoqs 
Location Lubbers Stadium 
Post Game Reception Campus Center 
Refreshments l free i
M a m  b p  m 
M a m  N oon
A
©
GRAND 
I VALLEY 
STATE
Noon t  1b p m 
1 3 0 p m  4 p m
4 p m  5 p
In the past seasons, this one in­
cluded, most of Grand Valley’s 
opposition had half their season 
under their belts before taking on 
the Lakers, the latter not being able 
to practice or play until midway 
through September because school 
started so late.
Saturday was also the last day for 
three Laker soccer players. Mark 
Cunningham, Rhett Stuart, and Steve 
Jones all bid farewell to GVSC soccer 
by playing their last game in 'he blue 
and white. Goalie Ted Lukomski, 
also a senior, played his final game 
against Michigan State, a 5-3 over­
time loss for the Inkers last Thurs­
day.
Though times can be dismal, and 
they certainly were this season, the 
whole team deserves a pat on the 
back, if not for the win they finally 
earned on Saturday, then for the 
hustle and dedication they displayed 
all season long.
money saving coupon
Grand Valley 
State College
admission $1.00
must havel.D.
I
l
11-9-79 only |
PALL SCHEDULE 1979 
MONDAY
“Monday N iter s C lub"
8 10:30 pm — Only $1 00 Admission 
Price u/lth Club Card 
TU ESD AY  
Private Parties 
Call 531 4301 for info 
W ED N ESDA Y  
A d u lt Skate
10 12 Noon -  Only $1 50 Admisiton 
Free Coffee -  Includes Skates! 
"Cheap Skate"
4 6 pm -  Only $1 00 Admission 
Soul & Disco Music 
7 10 pm -  Only $2 00 Admission 
Disco Pock & Top 40 
THURSDAY 
Disco Danes
7-10 pm -  Only $2 00 Admission 
FRIDAY
“FABULOUS FRIDAY" 
DISCO-SKATING PARTY
8 12 Mid. -  Only $2.25 Admission 
-Pay ONE price ALL nit*—
Don’t forget ’BUCK NITES” 
“MUnlte Soul" 
l2Midnlte-3:30am -  Only $2 00 Admission 
Ladles Always V* Price!
Soul & Disco Music 
SATURDAY 
“Kid's Fun Tima"
10-12 Noon — Only $1.50 Admission 
Skates Included 
Parents Admitted Free!
Lessons
Group Lessons 12-1 pm — Only $1.25 
Private Lessons Available 
Call 531 4301 
“Saturday Matinee”
1 -4 pm — Only $ 1 75 Admission 
Lesson & Matinee -  Only $3.00 
“SUPER SATURDAY NITE~
Disco Skating Party 
8-12 Mid -  Only $2.25 Admission 
BEST DISCO MUSIC. LITES AND 
SOUND ROUND!
-Pay ONE price ALL nite— 
SUNDAY 
“Family MaMmse"
2-5 pm -  Only $2.00 Admission 
Coma As A Family -  
Horn and Dod Aimtttsd Frss! 
“Sunday Son/ Wise"
8-11:30 pm — Only $2.50 AdmlMon 
Contest Weekly For Best Dressers It 
Soul A Disco Musk
WYOMING
4 5 0 0  CLYDE PARK
531-4301
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THORNTON by Rik Holzgen
the Lanthorn
1/2 com ix page
THORNTON
* D AO ?* CoMt T»pVfc
VtrtKT )*£ . W«T* you MHiltl
VO.'J ?  - I 'M  60IM6 0W( 
C>cn»JC»VWt-r * to  Sc h o o l-
by Rik Holzgen
Discount Paraphernalia?
YES
send for your free catalog
order in your own privacy 
If order exceeds $10.00, we pay shipping and handling. 
Pik-A-Pipe Inc.
PO Box 2407 
Grand Rapids, Mi. 49501
BETWEEN THE LINES...
M. Driver M EA N W H ILE .. by C. Frederick
HAIR DESIGN of Jenison
Going TO or FROM Grand Valley College 
We’re on your way!
For wash and wear cuts and perms!
You 11 also enjoy reasonable prices.
•Stop in or call 457-4620 (next to Farmers Market)
★  T.J. *S Klothes Kloset ★
ACROSS FROM GVSC ENTRANCE
We’ve changed our name, but our prices 
& quality are still the same!
LEE BIBS KHAKI CONGO PANTS HANES
MAVERICK SHIP N SHORE DEE CEE
10% Discount to GVSC students
with GVSC II)9 - 6 
Hours: 1 - 6 Wc<l. 
9 - 9 Fri. Bring the whole family over on Family Day!
FAMILY DAY
SATURDAY 
November 10 
11:00am to 5:00
School Supplies
Souvenirs
Mugs/Pennants
Best Sellers 
Calculators
Meet the 
Great Laker
11:00am
to
12:30 pm
-W in te r  Jackets
— Note books Note pads
— W inter Hats
— Sweatshirts
— Children Clothing
— Class Kings
CAMPUS
